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Rachel herself did not scruple to jest on the manner in
which she was exploit^ for the general benefit of her kith and
kin, and most willingly permitted of it. Some one remon-
strating with her on the occasion of her American trip, she
laughingly replied, " Raphael is the wandering Jew, and I
am his five sons."
Madame Felix, accompanied by a young relative, was met
on the Boulevards within a day or two of her daughter's death
by a person who inquired how the tragedienne was. The young
relative was .thoughtlessly replying that the last news was
very bad, and that little hope remained, when the elder lady,
hastily interrupting her, said it was quite a mistake; Eachel
was much better 1
During the last century, when any favorite of the theatre-
going public was ill, it was customary for one of his or her
comrades to give the bulletin of the absent one's health to the
audience every evening. On such occasions the spectators
frequently testified an interest highly flattering to its object.
Sometimes, however, these tokens of sympathy were so ex-
aggerated that they excited the ridicule of less passionate ad-
mirers. Thus, when MoW, the celebrated comedian, was kept
from the stage by a severe and protracted illness, the report
of his physician, which was read nightly, drew from the audi-
ence, and more especially from the feminine portion of it, the
most absurd demonstrations of feeling.
That there is but a step from the sublime to the ridiculous is
most frequently exemplified in France, where criticism is ever
on the alert, and humor always in search of & sabject Nic-
olet, the manager of the little house now.known as theTheatrB
de la Gaiete", parodied the scenes of ally enthusiasm that took
place at the Theatre Fran<?ais by giving nightly bulletins of the
health of one of his best actors, a favorite monkey then ilL
The public of the present day carry to such an extreme the
love of fun and the propensity to criticism, that.it was quite
as well, perhaps, that no attempt was made to' revive the old
custom on the occasion of the tragediennes illness.
The 15th of September was the day fixed for her departure.
There are i& our lives solemn and decisive moments, when the
veil that conceals futurity is drawn aside, and our souls are

